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A View from Our President:
Through the Fog

How often do you catch yourself saying, “Where is all this
going?” In today’s information age with all the electronic
sources bombarding us with news, messages, alerts, and
opinions, there inevitably is lots on our minds. With inflation,
interest-rate hikes, Ukraine, recession, elections, and everlingering COVID, among others, flashed in front of us daily,
it is sometimes hard to see through the “negative fog” that
keeps us from seeing the positive aspects surrounding us.

(L/R) Beaver Aviation President and Owner Charles Swain and Wisconsin Aviation
President and CEO Jeff Baum shake hands after the acquisition closing.

Wisconsin Aviation Acquires
Assets of Beaver Aviation
Wisconsin Aviation, Inc., recently expanded its aircraft maintenance
department with the acquisition of the assets of Beaver Aviation, Inc.,
located at the Dodge County Airport in Juneau, Wisconsin.
Beaver Aviation, an aircraft maintenance facility established in 1946
and owned by Charles Swain since 1975, has been a great asset to pilots
and aircraft owners in the Dodge County area. By retaining Beaver
Aviation’s experienced personnel, Wisconsin Aviation ensures a smooth
transition of ownership and a continuance of Beaver’s exceptional
aircraft maintenance service—plus more. With this acquisition,
expanded services will now be available at all three Wisconsin Aviation
locations: Madison, Watertown, and now Dodge County.
Continued on page 5

As pilots, when flying through fog (clouds), we use other
methods, i.e., our instruments, to keep us on course. While in
daily life, we may not have artificial horizons or directional
gyros to rely on, we may not need them if we just make
sure we don’t stay focused on all the potentially unsettling
influences that certainly do exist. Concentrating on the
positive aspects of our lives can help dissipate the
negative fog.
Let’s not forget that we have the greatest travel system ever
devised. We have the best aviation environment in the world
and are able to enjoy our freedoms. Anyone who wants a
job—especially in aviation—can get one, and America is still
the land of opportunity. This is just the start of a very long,
positive list.
Speaking of opportunities, there has never been a better
time for people looking to work in the wonderful world of
aviation. Whether you always wanted to be a pilot, enjoy
working on fascinating machines, or just love the airport
environment, now is the time!
As the fog starts to clear, we can begin to see where we’re
going, and tantalizing sights like electric planes, urban air
mobility, sustainable fuels, and next-generation air traffic
control and avionics start to come into vision. Sure, we have
great challenges that we will have to navigate through, but
there is plenty of sunshine out there! We’ll just have to rely
on our own personal, internal guidance to get us through the
day’s fog.
Jeff Baum
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Wisconsin Aviation Welcomes Two New FBO Managers

Fly the Incredible Cirrus!

Recent personnel changes at Wisconsin Aviation include new facilities managers at our Dodge

The Cirrus is arguably the safest and most advanced single-engine aircraft

County and Madison locations.

available today. Wisconsin Aviation’s Cirrus training is intended for
certificated pilots seeking to experience the performance and comfort of

First of all, we sadly had to say farewell to Mary Gasper, who, after 19 years of taking great care
of our Dodge County facility in Juneau, has decided to finally follow her dream to live in a warmer
climate. She has moved to sunny Florida, and we wish her nothing but the best in her new home.

these truly remarkable aircraft. The Cirrus SR20 and SR22 offer large
four-passenger cabins, an advanced avionics suite including autopilot
flight control, the speed and range for extended cross-country operations,
plus the added safety of the Cirrus Airframe Parachute System.
During training with your qualified Cirrus instructor, you will learn:

Replacing Mary as the manager of our Dodge County facility is Chris

• Aircraft systems and flight characteristics

Batterman. Chris is a private pilot and is working on his instrument and

• Standard VFR maneuvers and takeoff/landing procedures

commercial ratings. He owns a hangar at Juneau and is dedicated to keeping

• Avionics system operation and programming

the family atmosphere and tradition of great service that Mary had fostered.

• Autopilot system and control interface

Chris grew up in an aviation family as his father was a highly respected

• Cross-country flight planning considerations and procedures

instructor at Milwaukee’s Timmerman Airport. Chris spent 24 years serving

• Abnormal, urgency, and emergency procedures

our country in the Navy and Marines, including serving on an aircraft carrier

• Use of the Cirrus Airframe Parachute System

and seven deployments, which involved two combat tours in Afghanistan. We
welcome Chris and his energy to our team.

Pilots who are current and proficient in other aircraft types can expect to
spend 3-5 flight hours and 2-3 hours of ground pre-/post-flight briefings
depending upon their experience and prior training. We provide training
materials in advance of the first lesson so the pilot can be prepared right
from the start. Training will include learning the details of the aircraft’s

We are also pleased to announce the addition of Rick Petroff as the new FBO

systems, practicing takeoffs and landings, and going through all normal

manager of our Madison facility. Rick has relocated from North Dakota, where

and abnormal procedures. Additionally, using scenario-based learning,

he served as the FBO manager at Western Edge Aviation for almost 10 years,

pilots will plan and fly one or two short cross-country legs, becoming

preceded by a solid aviation background, including his degree in Aviation

comfortable with the aircraft in all phases of flight.

Administration from Western Michigan University and his certification as a
private pilot. He’s familiar with Madison as he was an Air Traffic Controller

With the recent addition of N861TS, a Cirrus SR22, Wisconsin Aviation

there from 2010 to 2011. We welcome Rick and his knowledge and experience

now has four Cirrus aircraft on its rental and training fleet, two SR20s and

in the aviation industry.

two SR22s. To view panel photos and aircraft specifications, visit our
website at www.WisconsinAviation.com/flight-school-rentals/rental-fleet.
For more information and to discuss your interest in learning to fly these
state-of-the-art aircraft, please call our flight school coordinator at 608-

Please stop in and get to know Chris and Rick. We are thrilled to have them join our Wisconsin
Aviation team!

268-5024 or email the flight school at FlightSchool@WisAv.com.
Get scheduled and start your Cirrus training today!

WisconsinAviation.com
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B-29 Doc Returning to EAA AirVenture Oshkosh in 2022
U.S. Air Force Celebrates 75 Years
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On Course

Flight Safety 101

Doc, one of two airworthy Boeing B-29s in the world, will be
returning to EAA AirVenture Oshkosh in 2022 for air show
appearances and static displays during the week. While the exact
appearance schedule is still being finalized, the aircraft will be
parked on Boeing Plaza for public view when on the AirVenture
grounds.

Throughout my non-aviation career, safety wasn’t much more
than driving safely and watching out for slips, trips, and falls
and papercuts in the office. From what I’ve experienced, safety
practices depend on what a person does for a living, their hobbies,
and even the work-around-the-house activities.
Aviation, however, is a whole new ballgame. For pilots, safety
starts at home or the office before even arriving at the airport.
We’ll start with some of our favorite acronyms: IMSAFE, PAVE,
and the five P’s. Deciphered briefly: Am I fit to fly? Can the
plane successfully complete the mission? What’s the weather
and environment I’ll be flying in? What about the equipment and
avionics in the plane? Do I fully understand them? Do I know
everything about the flight and the airports of intended landing?
Then we arrive at the airport. Prior to flight, safety procedures
include doing a thorough pre-flight, using the checklist, clearing
the area before start, giving the passenger brief, completing a
proper run-up, briefing your taxi instructions, stressing the sterile
cockpit instructions, and at least saying to yourself your pretakeoff brief.
Once flying, we can’t just enjoy the thrills of being in the air and
enjoying the scenery, we need to watch for traffic; and when flying
around non-towered airports, we must make the proper position
reports.
Now to land! Every good landing starts with a good pattern/
stabilized approach. As we’re coming in to land, our heads are on
a swivel and our ears are sensitive to the chatter on the radio. As
we approach to land, we’re mindful that every approach could end

?

Did You
Know

up as a go-around. For crosswinds, we’re verifying the windsock
and confirming in our heads, “Ailerons into the wind and opposite
rudder!” Don’t forget the ailerons into the wind on that roll-out!
Whew, we made it! Mission accomplished! There’s nothing more
satisfying than a successful flight.
But as you know, there are things we need to do to stay current.
Incidents and accidents are on the rise due to the inactivity in
flying because of COVID or not wanting to fly during the colder
winter months. If you’re coming out of a layoff of more than
90 days, please get with a flight instructor to get your currency
up. Speaking for all my fellow flight instructors, we continually
experience flights with pilots who are very rusty with maneuvers,
emergencies, and go-arounds because they never practice these
things. I’d like to challenge you on your next solo flight or flight
with an instructor to practice some emergencies and go-arounds.
These are important maneuvers to keep you polished—and they
could someday even save your life.
Safe flying, everyone, and have a great summer!

The World War II-era bomber will help commemorate the U.S.
Air Force’s 75th anniversary at Oshkosh in 2022. AirVenture will
feature aircraft from throughout the Air Force’s history, from its
creation out of the Army Air Forces in 1947 to today’s modern
military aircraft.
“The rarity and the historical
significance of the B-29 always make
it a popular sight at Oshkosh,” said
Rick Larsen, EAA’s vice president of
communities and member programs,
who coordinates AirVenture features
and attractions. “Being able to see Doc
both on the ground and in the air during AirVenture week will be
a big addition to our commemoration of the U.S. Air Force’s 75th
anniversary this summer.”
Doc was rescued from the Mojave Desert in 1987 and was
meticulously restored over a 30-year period. It made its first air
show appearances in 2017, including a legendary flight at Oshkosh
that year with the Commemorative Air Force’s B-29 FIFI, marking
the first time two B-29s had flown together in formation in
approximately 60 years.

Doc’s Friends will be offering flight experiences aboard the
aircraft during AirVenture week, based at Appleton International
Airport (ATW). More information is available through the Doc’s
Friends website at www.b29doc.com/rides.
For information on EAA AirVenture Oshkosh tickets, visit
www.EAA.org/airventure.
Source: EAA.org

Mike Jacobs
Flight School Manager

Meet Flight School Manager Mike Jacobs

Wisconsin Aviation Acquires Assets of Beaver Aviation (continued from p. 1)

Wisconsin Aviation is happy to announce the promotion of Mike Jacobs to the role

Wisconsin Aviation President and CEO Jeff Baum expressed

Wisconsin Aviation’s aircraft maintenance department was

of Flight School Manager. Mike has been a flight instructor for Wisconsin Aviation

his excitement about this addition: “Beaver Aviation’s longtime

established in 1987 and was the first component of its present-day

for over 7 years, working with advanced-training students to obtain instrument,

relationship with Wisconsin Aviation and their excellent reputation

Technical Services division, which now includes the following

commercial, and CFI ratings and Cirrus training. Mike’s strong background and solid

in the aircraft maintenance arena made this an easy decision.

additional areas of operation: avionics repairs and installations,

knowledge of coordinating and developing instructors, along with his experience in

This was a great opportunity to continue growing the business

interiors repair and refurbishment, and aircraft detailing. To

managing our diverse fleet of training and rental aircraft, will aid him in ensuring

that Chuck and Eric Nelson have nurtured over the past several

find out more about our Technical Services offerings, visit the

smooth operations for our customers. Please congratulate Mike on his

decades.”

centerfold.

new responsibilities.
WisconsinAviation.com
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Wisconsin Aviation’s Comprehensive Technical Services
Precision. Reliability. Luxury. Unmatched care. Meeting all your expectations.
ICS
ION
AV

Expect precision. It’s our promise.

Avionics Services

Maintenance Services

• Authorized dealer for: Garmin, Avidyne, Aspen,
S-TEC, and many more!

• Authorized Service Center for: Cirrus, Cessna
& Socata

• Custom installations
• In-house instrument panel fabrication

• Also experienced with Piper and many other
makes/models

• RVSM inspections

• Piston & turbine inspections

• In-house bench service/repairs

• 100-hour, annual & pre-purchase inspections

• Cirrus Perspective and Garmin G1000 services

• Dynamic prop balancing & physical reweighs

• Avidyne MFD/PFD and R9 service

• Airframe and composite repairs

• Software updates

• Certified for CAPS replacement

• Extensive inventory of serviceable equipment for sale

• Computerized maintenance tracking & AD research

• Free flight training for new equipment

• Owner-assisted annuals

• Loaner equipment available

• Pickup & delivery services available

Quality service and cost-effective solutions for every plane.

RS
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Expect luxury at a comfortable price.

Avionics@WisAv.com • Maintenance@WisAv.com
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Expect reliability at 10,000 feet.

Restoring airplanes back to new—both inside and out.

Interiors Services

Detailing Services

• Upholstery repair and refurbishing

• Wash, wax, and shine

• Complete interior replacement

• Paint restoration

• Soundproofing

• Paint sealant

• Glareshield installation

• Acrylic polishing

• Laminate refinishing

• Carpet extraction cleaning

• Entertainment packages

• Brightwork

• Mooney Spatial Interior Upgrade

• Leather treatment

• FAR Part 25, 91,and 135 compliant

• Pneumatic boot treatment

• Personalized service

• Full-time professional detailers
IN
TAIL
DE

G

Expect brilliance & unmatched care.

608-268-5000 (Madison) • 920-261-4567 (Watertown) • 920-386-2636 (Juneau) Interiors@WisAv.com • Detailing@WisAv.com
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Upcoming Events by Watertown’s EAA Chapter 320
Fly-in Food Fests

Wed, August 17, 5-7 PM (Rain date August 18)
Theme: Hawaiian Night
Menu: Pork and Corn Roast
Wed, September 21, 5-7 PM (Rain date September 22)
Theme: Tailgating and Cornhole Tournament
Menu: Burgers and Tailgate Appetizers
Regarding the cost, the Chapter simply requests a monetary
donation to cover the cost of the food. For more information,
contact Events Coordinator Carrie Nettesheim at
events.eaa320@gmail.com.

One of the flight instructors suggested an article on the use of

use of their hearing aids. They then have the option to use

hearing aids and the need for a good set of headsets to prevent

hearing aids or not when flying, whichever works better for them.

hearing loss.

I also perform DOT exams, and that standard is whispered voice
with each ear independently. Those standards are much more

The standards for hearing are quite liberal. The airman simply
voice in a quiet room, using both ears, at a distance of 6 feet from

I totally agree with the flight instructor’s plea for using good

Whether you fly, build, restore, or simply enjoy airplanes and
aviation, EAA Chapter 320 welcomes you to attend one of its
monthly meetings as a guest. This is a great way to learn more
about its mission, efforts, and activities and to determine if you’d
like to become a member.

the AME, with the back turned to the AME. This is the method

headsets when flying, but I also strongly suggest the use of ear

that I use as an AME. Other options are an audiometric speech

protection when exposed to loud noises. I have seen so many

discrimination test or a pure-tone audiometric test.

patients with hearing loss and tinnitus due to longstanding noise

Future monthly meetings are scheduled at
6:30 p.m. on the following Mondays: July 11,
August 8, and September 12. They are held
at the Watertown Municipal Airport (KRYV),
1825 River Drive, Watertown, WI 53094.

If the airman should fail the conversational voice test (I have not

For more information on EAA Chapter 320,
visit www.chapters.eaa.org/EAA320.

hearing amplification.

Monthly Meetings

EAA Celebrates 30th Anniversary of Young Eagles Program

The AirVenture activities include flights, forums, and recognition
throughout the week, which will kick off a full year of 30th
anniversary commemorations. Special focus on Young Eagles will
take place on Thursday, July 28. Throughout the week, the goal is
to fly at least 30 Young Eagles during AirVenture.

member pilots have flown nearly 2.3 million young people, with
thousands of those Young Eagles inspired to pursue their own
aviation dreams and careers,” said David Leiting, EAA’s Eagles
Programs Manager. “At Oshkosh this year, we want to recognize
those volunteers, build on the program’s successes, encourage
new pilots to get involved, and celebrate the lives that have been
influenced by the Young Eagles program.”
After the Young Eagles program’s introduction at a Washington,
D.C., news conference in May 1992, the first flights took place
on July 31, 1992, during that year’s EAA Fly-In Convention. The
initial flights were piloted by EAA president Tom Poberezny and
Young Eagles’ first chairman, pilot, and Academy Award-winning
actor Cliff Robertson.
Source: AviationPros.com

“Over the past three decades, more than 50,000 volunteer EAA-

stringent.

needs to demonstrate the ability to hear an average conversational

exposure. Once the damage is done, it cannot be reversed.
seen that), without hearing aids, then the test is performed using
hearing aids. Assuming that the airman then passes, a certificate
is issued with the following restriction: Valid only with use of

Ask the AME
Have questions about your medical or about the human factors associated
with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.com or mail to

Personally, I have examined a number of airmen who use hearing

The EAA Young Eagles
program, the largest youth
aviation program ever
created, will celebrate its
30th anniversary during EAA
AirVenture Oshkosh 2022, the
event where the program began
in 1992. EAA AirVenture Oshkosh is July 25-31 at Wittman
Regional Airport in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Dr. Terry Turke

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).

EAA Chapter 320’s increasingly famous Fly-In Food Fest returns
with a twist this year. The Fly-in Food Fest is a great communitybuilder for general aviation enthusiasts as well as a money-maker
that supports Chapter 320’s efforts towards building a new hangar
and other worthy projects.
To build on their past success with this endeavor, Chapter 320 has
added some fun this year by theming each event and advertising
each month’s menu ahead of time. This year’s first Fly-in Food
Fest was held on Wednesday, May 18, with the theme “I Love
America” and a menu of classic brats and burgers. The second
one followed on Thursday, June 16 (rain date), with a “Summer
Fiesta” theme and lots of tacos. The remaining two events are
scheduled as follows:

Medical Certification
for Hearing

A Visit with
the AME

Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094

aids who have easily passed the conversational voice test without

Love aviation and looking for the right place to work?
Wisconsin Aviation offers an employee-friendly, family-value work environment.
As part of a dynamic industry, we offer many rewarding jobs and careers.





A stable company that has not laid off an employee for over 40 years.
Full-service facilities in Madison, Watertown & Juneau.
Employee discounts for those wanting to fly.
Commitment to growing employees in aviation.

We always welcome motivated individuals!
Visit our Employment tab at www.WisconsinAviation.com
or send a resume to WisAvCareers@WisAv.com.
WisconsinAviation.com
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Aircraft for Sale
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Congratulations,
Superstars!
Solo Status
Brad Acheson
Sam Allen
Ryan Bailey
Nathan Baumeister
Jennifer Garcia
Trav Hardy

Austin Jiang
Anna Kraft
Jordan Polk
Matthew Rhoades
Trent Tuttle
Patrick Wellnitz

Certificates & Ratings
Private
John Cyphert
Kevin Lienke
Gabriel Ness

Visit us at
Booth #3162

EAA
AirVenture
Pilots!

1964 Beech 35-B33 Debonair – N8833M

EAA @ OSH
UNU
MSN

RYV

Three FBOs ready to serve your needs:
 Competitive fuel prices

 Maintenance assistance on any aircraft
 Advance reservations for rental cars
 Assistance with other special requests
 24/7 service at MSN

Madison (MSN)
608-268-5000
Unicom 122.95

Dodge County (UNU)
920-386-2402
Unicom 122.7

WisconsinAviation.com

Watertown (RYV)
920-261-4567
Unicom 122.8

Instrument
Andrew Maza
Ed Szelagowski
Mingyang Wang
Weiyu Zhang

D
L
SO
7630 TT, 802 SMOH, September Annual, IFD 440, S-TEC
50, HSI, ADS-B, JPI EDM 900, Autogas STC, BAS shoulder
harnesses, more! $142,500

Only 4840 TTSN, 1035/1090 SMOH, December annual, Garmin
600! S-TEC 55X with GPSS, Garmin 750/650, 345/330ES,
clean. $499,500

How can we help you with your airplane needs?
Aircraft Acquisition

Commercial
Ryan Walsh

Let us help you find the perfect airplane for your
personal or corporate needs.

Flight Instructor
Sam Adams

Aircraft Sales

Put our 40 years of expertise in selling single-engine
pistons through corporate jets to work for you.

Flight Instructor – Instrument
Brooks DeSpirito

Aircraft Management

Needed…

1982 Cessna 414A RAM IV – N37FS

• CAPS Replacement

• Transition Training

Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!

• Avionics Service

• Recurrent Training

• Composite Repairs

• SR20 & SR22 Aircraft

If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544.

• Pickup & Delivery

• Paint & Detailing

Let us provide turnkey management of your aircraft.
We handle the pilots, maintenance, insurance,
training, and everything else. You just call when you
need to use your plane.

Available for Rent

(see website for photos
and specifications)

40 Years’
Experience
Acquiring
& Selling
Airplanes

Leaseback Opportunities

Not getting full utilization of your airplane? Let
us help you offset the operating costs with charter
revenue potential and trade-time alternatives.

Maintenance, Avionics & Interiors

Let us take care of your airplane’s maintenance
needs as well as any avionics repairs/upgrades and
interiors refurbishment.

Other Services

We offer ground-handling services, such as aircraft
cleaning and detailing, ground transportation,
catering, fuel, and hangars. How can we be of
service to you?

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and
thorough aircraft reviews attract buyers from all over the world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the
Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with maximum
exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an
aircraft, contact our sales team to find out how we can make your next transaction smooth and seamless.
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What’s Around the Corner
July 25-31

OSH – EAA AirVenture 2022 – Visit us at Booth #3162

Aug 17

RYV – Fly-in Food Fest – Wednesday, 5-7 pm
Rain Date: Thursday, August 18
See article on page 8 for more details.

Sept 11

RYV – Watertown Airport Community Day – Sunday, 8 am – 3 pm
Pancake breakfast, airplane rides, drone demonstrations & more!

Sept 13

UNU – Instrument Ground School – Tuesdays for 12 weeks, 6-9 pm
Visit our website or Facebook page for more details.

Sept 15

UNU – Private Pilot Ground School – Thursdays for 12 weeks, 6-9 pm
Visit our website or Facebook page for more details.

Sept 21

RYV – Fly-in Food Fest – Wednesday, 5-7 pm
Rain Date: Thursday, September 22
See article on page 8 for more details.
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